
 
 

 

TotalFX 
 
Product Overview: NewBlue TotalFX delivers over 1400 presets in 120+ plugins in our most comprehensive 
collection of titling, transitions and video effects. Includes the fully-featured Ultimate versions of our Elements, 
Essentials, Filters, Stylizers, Transitions and Titling lines. TotalFX delivers it all for the serious video editor. 
 
Products Included: TotalFX includes nearly $1400 worth of effects packages, more than 120 effects, including: 
 
Elements 3 Ultimate ($299): More than 250 presets in 21 video effects that simplify multi-step compositing 
tasks. 
 
Essentials 5 Ultimate ($299): Over 275 presets in 24 workflow-enhancing video effects that stabilize, correct 
and sharpen. 
 
Filters 5 Ultimate ($299): More than 250 presets in 22 video effects to instantly enhance video through an array 
of distinctive looks. 
 
Stylizers 5 Ultimate ($299): Over 250 presets in 23 imaginative video plugins that provide a range of light, paint 
and art effects. 
 
Transitions 5 Ultimate ($299): A comprehensive set of over 400 presets in 37 plugins that provide cutting edge 
video transitions of 3D, light, color, and motion. 
 
-Titler Pro 6 Ultimate (reg. $499) delivers polished 2D & 3D text and graphics natively in your NLE. This 
breakthrough plugin offers After Effects support plus dozens of styles, templates and animations. 
 
Recommended System Requirements 
- 2 GHz processor (multicore or multiprocessor CPU recommended for HD) 
- 2 GB RAM (4 GB RAM or greater recommended for HD) 
- 250 MB hard-disk space for installation 
- OpenGL 2.1-capable graphics card and minimum 256MB VRAM 
- 512MB VRAM or higher recommended for HD 
- Mac OS X v 10.6.8, v10.7.2 or later 
- Microsoft® Windows® XP (SP 3 or later), Vista® (SP 2 or later), Windows 7 or later 
- Supports 64-bit video editing applications only 

 
Hosting Compatibility 

- Adobe After Effects 5.0+  
- Adobe Premiere CS6/6.5 
- Apple Final Cut Pro X 

- Avid Media Composer & Symphony 6+  
- Black Magic DaVinci Resolve 11+  
- Grass Valley EDIUS 7 & 8  
- MAGIX Vegas Pro 10+ (64-bit OpenX)  
 


